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THELONGRANGEDIII-DPLAN

1. THEDIII-DMISSION

The mission of the DIII-D tokamakresearchprogram is to provide data needed by ITER and to
develop a conceptualphysics blueprintfor a commerciallyattractiveelectrical demonstrationplant
(DEMO) that would open a path to fusion power commercialization.The National Energy Strategy
calls for the developmentof magnetic fusion as an energyoption with operationof a DEMO by 2025.
The DEMO will be based on nuclear technology demonstrated in ITER and the physics and

engineering databaseestablished in magnetic fusion facilities during the next two decades. On the
presentpath,based on extrapolationof currentconventionaloperatingmodes, ITER is twice as large

as Joint EuropeanTokamak(JET), andDEMO, using the same logic, will be even larger. However,
successful development of advanced tokamak (AT) operating modes could open the way for

significantly improvedconfinementandstability, leadingto a smaller,more commerciallyattractive
DEMO, provided new divertorconcepts are developed to handle the accompanying high divertor
power density. A smaller and lower cost DEMO opens up the possibility that multiple nations,

utilities, and industriescould buildDEMOs simultaneouslyand, therefore,more rapidlyoptimize the
tokamakforcommercialization.

Results from experiments at DIII-D and other tokamaks indicate that plasma and divertor

performance can be increased transiently beyond the baseline conceptual design of ITER. A
simultaneouslong pulse demonstrationof suchimprovedtokamakplasma and divertoroperationfor
steady state would establish an advanced physics foundation for the tokamakphysics experiment
(TPX) program,providenew operatingoptions for ITER,and open a path to an attractive DEMO.
The planned DIII-D program incorporatesnew theoryand technology developments to extend the
tokamak experimentalphysics databasetowardsteady state. This researchprogram will also continue
to provideincreasedunderstandingin manyareasof fusionscience and technology.

2. THEDIII-DOBJECTIVESANDGOALS

The DIII-D program objective is to carry out an integratedlong-pulse demonstration of a well-
confined high-beta plasma with noninductive current drive in an advanced plasma and divertor
configuration. Our reference scenario has an ITER-relevantquantitative goal: to noninductively
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sustain a 2-MA plasma with 5%beta for 10 s_. This goal is a step towarda steady-statetokarnakwith
improved divertoroperation.Presentresults andunderstandingindicatethat this goal can be achieved
with the additionof the new capabilitiesidentified in the DHI-D programplan.These new capabilities
will also resultin increasedAdvancedTokamakanddivertorphysics understandinganddemonstration.
The immediatebeneficiaryof this effortwill be1TER,TPX, andDEMOdesignactivities.

Design of fusion reactors on the basis of conservative extrapolationof presently accepted plasma
performance leads to large devices, with high magnetic fields and high plasma currents, requiring

unacceptably large recirculating power for noninductive current drive. Development of optimized
designs of tokamak reactorshave illustratedthe need for simultaneousimprovement in confinement and
stability. Results fromrecent experiments and extrapolations of plasma theory have identified regimes

of furtherenhanced plasma performance (called advanced tokamak) operation.The goal of the DIII-D
researchprogram is to demonstrate AdvancedTokamakoperation underconditions directly applicable
to the operation of next generationexperiments such as ITER and TPXand to the design of the fusion

demonstration plant (DEMO) facility.

To establish quantitative DIII-D Advanced Tokamak goals we are guided by the ARIESreactorstudy,

which has quantified tokamak performanceparametersthat could lead to an attractive reactorconcept.

These figures of merit are confinement quality, stability factor,bootstrap currentfraction,and divertor
peak heat flux dispersal. We will use these parametersas performance targets forDIII-D Advanced
Tokamak experiments, to provide a basis for specifying facility capability requirements,and to chart

technical progress. Target parameters for DIII-D research are specified in Table 1. Our goal is to
simultaneously achieve and sustain such parameters in DIII-D for 10seconds. To achieve these target

parameters and goals, the researchwill be implemented through the parallel but interrelatedprograms:

the Advanced Tokamakprogramand the DivertorDevelopment program.

3. THEDIII-DRESEARCHPLAN

The DIII-D tokamak is well suited to carry out the challenging Advanced Tokamak and Divertor
objectives outlined in Table 1. In 1986 DIII-D was outfittedwith a new vacuumvessel, new outer

poloidal field coils, and 5 sec pulse length neutralbeams. The plasmadiagnosticset is among the best
in the world, particularly in the plasma edge and divertor region and plasma profile information.
Transientcurrent profile control experiments have shownthat plasma stability andconfinementcan be
improved. Bootstrap current fractionsas high as 50% to 80% have already been achieved in DHI-D
experiments. Fast wave electron heating andcurrent drive experiments at the 1 MW level as well as
110 GHz ECH microwave heating experiments at the 0.3 MW level show efficient power coupling.
These results all bode well for the planned Advanced Tokamak programs.Advanced Tokamakand
improvedDivertorresultshave alreadybeen obtainedtransientlyfromDIII-D ensuringgood prospects

for the proposedresearchplan, illustratedin Fig. 1.

The objective of the planned research in AdvancedTokamak development is to establish improved
tokamak operation through significant improvements in both the stability factor and confinement
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(H= _E/_ITER.89P)
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quality and bootstrap current fraction using localized radio frequency (r0 current profile control, rf and

neutral beam heating for pressure profile control, as well as control of plasma rotation and of the

plasma boundary conditions. The first phase of this program has two parallel parts: (1) building on

recent experimental results achieved under transient and dynamic conditions which show Advanced

Tokamak modes (including VH-mode, high inductance H-mode, second stable core, and high

bootstrap configurations); and (2) experimental validation of the physics of rf current drive and

efficiency optimization, in order to develop and prove the tools needed for Advanced Tokamak

optimization. The second phase entails combination of these efforts for active control and optimization

of the Advanced Tokamak modes, leading to a third phase of demonstration of fully noninductive, high

B, actively controlled operation. The planned rf current drive systems (8 MW of fast wave power plus

10 MW of ECH/LH microwave power) will provide the local deposition and control needed for this

research program.

The planned Divertor Development program concentrates on divertor power and particle control under

conditions relevant to ITER and future devices. The initial divertor research program will be carried

out with the existing configuration that includes particle pumping, electrical bias capability steady state

and pellet fueling. Experiments will concentrate on hydrogen pumping, helium removal, impurity

control, edge plasma, and divertor physics. Divertor predictive code modeling and supporting theory

will be benchmarked with detailed diagnostic measurements. This will provide a reliable model for

design of future divertors. In 1995, a new configuration, called a radiative divertor, will be installed. It

is designed to disperse the divertor power over a larger surface area so that the peak divertor power

flux is reduced by up to an order of magnitude when compared to present conventional divertors. The

In'st radiative divertor will be passively cooled and operate for up to 10 see. The rf power levels and

plasma conditions for the 2 MA, 5% I_, 10 see integrated Advanced Tokamak demonstration will

provide a relevant test of divertor performance.

In order to apply the D[II-D research to next-step fusion facilities (e.g., ITER, TPX, and DEMO), we

will apply and develop predictive models to validate theories on stability, transport, current drive, and

divertor operation. In this way, progress in achieving the DIII-D objectives will focus ITER and TPX

operations on the most productive operating modes, provide a database to support an effective divertor

for ITER, and focus the DEMO concept toward smaller, more cost-effective, and more attractive

commercial designs.

4. THE DIII-D FACILITYANDPLANNEDSUBSYSTEMUPGRADES

DIlI-D is the second largest magnetic fusion facility in the U.S., nearly a city block in size. A plan

view of the entire DIII-D facility is shown in Fig. 2. At the center of the DIII-D facility is the DIII-D

tokamak (see Fig. 3), a large, noncircular cross-section tokamak designed to allow a large range of

plasma configurations to be established in the same device. The tokamak along with the neutral beam

injectors and other auxiliary equipment that need to be close to the tokamak are located inside a

radiation shield. Surrounding the radiation enclosure (in the same building) are the neutral beam and rf
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power supplies, the rf sources andcomputerandcontrolrooms.Furtherfromthe tokamak(in separate
buildings) are the motor generators,utility substations, diagnostic laboratories, and neutral beam
transformers.

In order to carry out the research program plan it will be necessary to upgrade certain DIII-D
subsystems. The divertor geometry and diagnostics will be modified into a radiative divertor
configuration.The AdvancedTokamakscenariosalso requirenew "tools", particularlyrf systems for
controlling the current density and pressure profiles, external field coils and neutral beams for
controllingthe plasmarotation,andparticlefueling.The thermalandpanicle control requirementsfor
operation in the Advanced Tokamakscenariosrely on effective divertoroperation,so the Advanced
Tokamak programwill be closely coupled to the Divertor Development program. In addition the
tokamakpulse length needs to be extended from 5 to 10 seconds and new diagnostics for divertor,
advancedtokamak,andtransportresearchareneeded.

5. IMPLEMENTATIONOFTHEDIII-DPROGRAM

To carry out this program, GA provides a combinationof extensive institutional experience in the
field, a skilled and experienced staff of internationalrepute, and a uniquely flexible facility -- the
critical element being the DIII-D tokamak.GA has had an active fusion researchprogram for more
than threedecades. It is the only industrialparticipantin the U.S. programwith a major, integrated
effort in all aspectsof plasma physicsand fusion research,frombasic plasmatheory, magnetic fusion

device design engineering,construction,andoperationto fusion reactortechnology.

In addition, collaborationswith otherU.S. and internationalfusion programs are an essential feature
of the DIH-D program.These collaborationsassist andbring expertise to DIII-D. Principalamong
these efforts are the on-going cooperative efforts with the Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute
(JAERI), the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL), and University of Californiaat Los Angeles (UCLA). A list of collaborationsat DHI-D is
given in Table 2. In addition to hosting scientists andengineersto participatein DIII-D experiments,

General Atomics scientists and engineers participate on the experiments at other national and
internationallaboratoriesanduniversities.We are active participantson the ITER and TPX programs
andparticipatein the developmentof a physics databasefor the nationalTransportTaskForce (TrF).

In keeping withchanges in the U.S. MagneticFusionProgramthe GA Long Range DIII-D Plan was
revised in 1992 with input from our collaborators. The proposed DIII-D program plan also
incorporatesinputreceived from the communityat the GeneralAtomics DIII-D NationalWorkshop,
September 15-16, 1992. The DIII-D Long Range Plan Divertor Development programstrongly
supportsITER and TPX, and the AdvancedTokamakprogramis closely relatedto TPX needs. The
DI:II-Dresearch planalso incorporatesa strong element of basic tokamak physics coupledto theory
and detaileddiagnostics to increase understandingandcoupling to the TransportTask Force (TTF).
At the same time DIII-D activities such as the DivertorIn-situMaterialsExposureSystem (DIMES)
will advance fusion materials testing in a tokamak divertor. Success in these DIII-D program
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COLLASORATO.SP.ESENTLVATDIII-D
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Intemational National
Tokamks Laboratories Universities

JT60U(Japan) LLNL UCLA

JET(EC) ORNL UCSD

ASDEX(Germany) SNLA UCIrvine

TEXTOR(Germany) SNLL UCBerkeley

ToreSupra(France) ANL MIT

T-IO (Russia) PPPL RPI

TSP(Russia) INEL CalTech

COMPASS(England) JohnsHopkinsUn.

N.CarolinaStateUn.

Un.ofMaryland

Un.ofIllinois

U.NewMexico

Un.ofParis

Un.ofWashington

Un.ofWisconsin

elements will provide the databasefor advancedreactorconcepts such as ARIES-IVand would help
speed the commercializationof magnetic fusion energy.

TheFusionEnergyAdvisoryCommi_e (FEAC)waschargedby theDOE todevelopmcomn_ndafionsonbow
besttopursuethegoalof aFracficalmagneticfusionreactorinthecontextof severalbudgetscenarioscoveringthe

periodFY 1994-98.FEACidentifiedDIlI-Dasoneof thehighpriorityUSFusionprogramelements.Inits report
of September1992,FEACnotedthatthe Dm-D programsupportsboth ITERandthe developmentof an
optimizedtokamak.DIII-DwillbethelargestoperatingUStokamakin thePOSt-TFTRera.TheDlll.-Ddivertor
andadvancedtokamakupgradestogetherwiththestrongnationalcollaborativepmgr-mnwillprovidetheUS with

an internationallycompetitivemagneticfusiontokamakfacilityuntiltheoperationof TPXandHER.To carryout
this programFEACreconm_ndedthat_ of theDfiI-D tokamakto performdivertordevelopmentand
advancedtokamakexperimentscommen¢_inFY94evenwitha fiatMFEbudget.

Table 3 shows the fundingprofile for the DHI-D programover the past five years In addition to the
funding shown in Table 3, the DIII-D program is augmented with collaborations from national
laboratoriesand universities. The LLNL and ORNL supportto DIII-D totals $"/.5M in FY93. The
lower-than-anticipatedfundinglevels forFY90 throughFY93, plus the increasednationalemphasison
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1TER, BPX/TPX and transport, have had substantial impact on DIII-D. The net effect has been to

delay the accomplishment of the original program goals by several years.

To cany out the_ _ requiresIhefundingoulJimdin Table 4. Thesecost eslimates includeresearch

_at the pmseat level, _ _ anda _g of Ihedailyreseamhoperatingtime by adding

a second shift of tokamakopemfio_ These figures assume lhat_ f_m adlalxraing imlituti(mssuch as

LLNL andORNLcontinues atthepresentlevel of effort.

Thisworkwas _ by li_ U.S. _t of Bne_gyunder_ No. DF_,-A_891_t51114.
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.;.-_i_ FY89 FY90 FY91 FY92 FY93 Total _ii

AnticipatedtoGA 31.5 39.5 48.0 52.3 38.1 209.6 _i_i

Actualto GA 32.3 32.1 31.0 32.1 36.5 1_.0 i_i_iI
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_i FlesearchOperatJons 36.1 37.3 40.8 37.7 _.5 195.4 _-

_ii SubsystemUpgrades 16.2 26.0 21.4 13.7 0.5 77.8 ii_]
_i SecondShiftOperation 11.7 9.7 13.9 11.4 15.3 62.0

_i' TOtal 64.0 7310 76,1 62.8 59.3 335.2 _i
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